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1.    Attendees

Shishira, Sudeep, Sailaja, Anu, Jennifer, Pradhan, Sindhu, Rashi, Sonali, Vasudha, Pragya, Namita, Sriparna, Vivek
 

2.    ASHA SF Financials Update: Sudeep
- Asha Central have a general fund (GF) of $500,000 that they wish to pass on to chapters (24 out of 40 chapters

eligible) - will be distributed equally to the all interested chapters. Decision on July 11, 2016.

 

- Working Capital Ratio (WCR) Guidelines: If a chapter funds projects >100k, at the end of the year, they shouldn't

have remaining funds greater than 1.5x the total funding amount.
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- Last years WCR for ASHA SF was 1.2x.

- If we get the minimum GF split, and fund all proposed projects, the WCR will be below 1.5.
 

Tasks
Opt-in to GF pot, and inform group on total proceeds from the pot for ASHA SF
Handler: Not set

Due Date: Not set
 

3.    [Project] Pneuma: Project Steward - Shishira
After-school shelter that provides resources (e.g. uniform, school transport..) for HIV/AIDS orphans. 

A self-sufficient NGO that raised money from local community.

Site visit in March 2016 was positive: low risk organization

 

Project Proposal: 1 After-school center to support rural children: after-shcool tuition support in local villages

ASHA already provided a van to distribute nutrition. Requirement is salary for mentors.

 

2nd proposal: Rural health education program: goal to go into schools to provide education on open defecation, child

marriage.

 

Shishira: The drama project is lower priority, and local community is happy to support the program. Funding both

projects may be too much for them to handle. In addition, they are not 100% reliant on ASHA.

 

Anu: Do we have to choose between projects (other than PNEUMA)? Shishira: No, we can support all projects

 

DECISION: Fund Project Proposal 1 for PNEUMA
 

4.    [Project] ISW Birbhum: Project Steward - Sriparna
Door-to-door campaign project for villages: motivate students to come back to school, identifying and dealing with

trafficking

Requesting $22,000, which is a large amount for ASHA SF.

 

Sriparna: Project impact is difficult to assess. ASHA SF supports two other ISW projects, and we may want to diversify.

 

Rashi: Are they trying to access other sources of funds? Sriparna: No

 

Vivek: 1/3rd costs for one time cost for building, so this has to be an all-or-nothing support - we can't pick and choose,

since if they don't have a building, they can't teach.

 

Shishira / Sriparna: Suggest we shelf this project for now. If ASHA Stanford support ISW Kidderpore, we can consider

support for ISW Birbhum.
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DECISION: Do not fund, as things currently stand.
 

Tasks
Connect with ASHA Stanford to see if they are able to fund ISW Kidderpore, in which
case we can release funds for other projects.
Handler: Not set

Due Date: Not set
 

5.    [Project] Etasha: Project Steward - Namita
Counselling services for high school kids to reduce school drop-out rates.

Asking for $16,000.

ASHA SF have partnered with them for 5 years, seen really good results.

 

Vivek: They have big sponsors e.g. Tata, Accenture etc. Can they fund the projects if ASHA does not support them?

Namita: They have a lot of programs, and cannot fund them all, so are reliant on ASHA SF funds to fund the project

they've proposed.

 

Jennifer: What happens next? Shishira: We send the proposal as well our confirmation that we'd like to fund them after

voting. Asha central confirms paperwork and releases funds to the project (1 week in total).

 

DECISION: Fund the proposal by Etasha for the full amount.
 

6.    AOB
ASHA got a 100% rating on CharityNavigator, one big reason was the push to have a WCR limit, which was

championed by Namita.

 

Shishira: We got a lot of proposals and unfortunately haven't been able to support them all. With the new funding, and

with new project stewards, we should be able to support 1-2 more projects.

 

Pradhan: How do we see how projects have progressed? Shishira: we monitor a progress report. How much of the

funds used, and where they went. Audit for all funds received. In addition, there is a site visit (every 18 months, a

volunteer acts as our eyes & ears). The NGO also stays on top of FC&R certification (govt certification that this is a

legitimate NGO).

 

Sailaja - all bay area chapters meeting on Saturday (18 June, 2016) to see if we can coordinate better. E-mail Sailaja if

you'd like to attend.
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